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Whether you’re working from home or not working at all, if you’re like most of us dog
moms, you’re feeling stressed and your dog is picking up on that and acting out as a result.

But don’t worry, I’ve got some strategies that will help you right away, and also be a huge
benefit to your long-term relationship with your dog!

Now is a great time to think about how you can make small changes that will have a BIG
effect on you and your dog feeling Safe, Calm, and Happy!

First, let’s talk about how to help you get calm, so that you can get your dog to calm
down!
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Intentional Breathing to Calm You and Your Dog

Next, I’ll share some indoor activities that will be fun, interesting, and enriching for both
you and your dog, while also helping you improve your partnership! We’ll start with my
popular strategy for dealing with your dog demanding attention while you’re trying to get
something done (we’ve all been there!).

When you can get your dog outdoors, you don’t want to just try to burn off your dog’s
energy - that often backfires. A better idea is to use Games that Teach, and I’ll share the
game that I play with my own dogs every day we can. It exercises our dog’s body and
mind, as we work on mutual attentive-responsiveness for an awesome relationship
enhancing experience.

If you’re feeling a little stressed lately, you’re not alone. The coronavirus (COVID-19)
outbreak has changed the way we live our lives and will likely continue to do so for a
while yet.

Considering it’s a worldwide pandemic, you’re forgiven for feeling anxious, stressed,
frustrated, or worried! As you can probably guess, though, if you’re feeling stressed lately,
your dog is probably feeling a little stressed too.

I’ve definitely been feeling the effects of what’s been going on in the world. An
accumulation of events led to me experiencing what some of you might refer to as a
meltdown.
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Sound good? Let’s get started!



What caused my meltdown?

I’m going to share my story with you in hopes that it’ll help you during times when you’re
feeling stressed or overwhelmed. I’m also teaching you how you can use intentional
breathing to calm both you and your dog, so buckle in!

When I say meltdown, most of you are probably picturing crazy Kathy with her arms
swinging about in a fit of rage. But that’s not exactly accurate. It was more of an interior
meltdown than a physical one. It was an emotional breakdown.

It was caused by an accumulation of things. COVID-19 has me in a constant state of panic
and distress, like I’m sure many of you are experiencing as a result of the pandemic. On
top of that, my husband got laid off, which means our health insurance just went out the
window at what could be the worst possible time for it to happen.

I’ve also got some health concerns with a few of my dogs, which has me constantly
worried about them!

However, this particular morning’s walk didn’t quite go as planned. I stopped under a tree
and everything hit me at once. I sobbed…. a lot. With each tear that fell, it was like a piece
of stress was being released from my body.

I felt very overwhelmed and my stress buckets were overflowing. But, through intentional
breathing, I was able to calm down and because I was finally calm again, my dogs felt
calmer too.

The meltdown
All of these things played a part in what was to come.

So, I was out on my morning walk with my dogs. If you know me, you’ll know that I love
being out in nature. I love feeling the sunshine on my skin, the different scents in the air,
and the cooling breeze in my hair.

My dogs wanted to know what was going on with me. I couldn’t help it though. I had been
holding it all in for so long that crying it out felt like such a relief.

Finding my balance
Amidst all of the sobbing and overwhelm, I knew that I had to find my balance again. So, I
started breathing. I inhaled for five seconds and exhaled for eight seconds.
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I re-directed my thoughts to something else, something that I loved. My dogs. I reminded
myself how blessed I am to be able to do what I do. I focused on my intentional deep
breathing and let it stimulate my vagus nerve, which reaches almost all areas of the body
including the heart, lungs, chest, and abdomen. It’s resembles the roots of a tree and
weaves around your body, connecting everything.

“With each breath I took, I let go of the things that were
stressing me out.”

Within a few minutes of doing this, I felt renewed, refreshed, and ready to take on the day.
I managed to find my balance again and enjoy the rest of the walk with my beloved dogs.

The positive effects of intentional breathing are based on science and human biology.
Here are a few benefits of practising intentional breathing:

Why is intentional breathing so important?

Deep and intentional breathing defuses stress and helps to train your brain and body
to relax!

•

Controlling your breathing and taking the time to do it slowly and deeply calms your
mind and regulates your blood pressure

•
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Incredible, huh?

How to breathe intentionally

It activates your parasympathetic nervous system, which then triggers the relaxation
response

•

After a few minutes of intentional breathing, you’ll start to feel a reduction in the
feeling of stress you had before you started

•

Intentional breathing also helps to calm our dogs (yes, it’s true!).

Our dogs mirror us, and we have the ability to influence our dogs to be happy, calm, and
relaxed. Intentional breathing is just one of the ways we can do that so that we can
continue to be a brilliant partner for and with our dogs.

“Our ability to be mindful and intentional is what our
partnership lifestyle is based on.”

Step 1

Start by breathing in slowly
through your nose and

concentrate on filling up
your lungs with oxygen.

Step 2

Try not to raise your shoulders
in the process. Place your
hand on your stomach and

feel your hand raise and lower
with each breath you take.

Step 3

Inhale for five seconds
and then exhale for eight

seconds.
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Bonus Tip!

This slow and deep breathing should help you to feel more relaxed and calmer and as a
result, your dog will begin to mirror your calmness too (I mean, they probably won’t take
deep breaths with you, but you never know!)

Redirect your thoughts to thoughts of positivity and gratitude. Remember the things in
your life that you’re truly grateful for. For me, that’s my dogs, my family, and my work. For
you, it might be the same or something different. Whatever it is, concentrate your
thoughts on those things while you’re breathing intentionally to help calm your entire
body and mind.

Practice intentional breathing in times of distress…
Whenever your dog is feeling excited, sensitive, fearful, or stressed, remember this
breathing method.

It’ll help you to find your balance so that your dog will role model your behavior and
emotions and calm down in times of stress and overwhelm.

Dog Behaving Badly? Turn Your Frustration into Fascination
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When our dogs are reactive or distracted, many of us immediately jump on the “I’ve got to
fix my dog” bandwagon. We feel like we have to train the behavior out of them somehow.
We become so focused on this idea of fixing our dogs that we forget that their behavior is
how they communicate their feelings.

Maybe your dog barks hysterically at other dogs, or they’re afraid of strangers. It’s difficult
when you’re in the moment to remind yourself that this is how your dog is expressing
their feelings.

Understanding your dog’s feelings

When your dog is “behaving badly”, it’s so easy to let yourself get frustrated about it.
Nobody wants to see their dogs get upset in any way. We want them to be happy and not
show any signs of stress, anxiety, or fear.

If your dog’s behavior is making you feel frustrated and confused, this is how you can turn
things around and transform your frustration into fascination!

You don’t have to like how your dog expresses their feelings. But you do have to
understand them. By understanding your dog’s feelings, you’re inviting a connection
between you and your dog. From there, you’re in a better place to support your dog and
make better decisions.

In the moment, it can feel like all hell is breaking loose and it’s hard to accept your dog’s
feelings because their actions are so loud.

“Your dog’s behavior is how they express their
feelings and our dogs need to feel heard.”

We all just want to feel heard and that includes your dog too. We must honor our dog’s
feelings and remember that they are just as important and valid as our own.

What follows is a deeper relationship with our dogs. One where our dog doesn’t do things
for us expecting something in return but rather a deep connection and understanding
based on trust and love for each other.

The value of deep listening
This is a quote from Thich Nhat Hanh, a Vietnamese Thiền Buddhist monk:

“Deep listening is the kind of listening that can help relieve the suffering of another
person…You listen with only one purpose - to help him or her empty their heart.”
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Turning frustration into fascination

When it comes to deep listening, we must set aside our anger, frustration, and
expectations and just listen. Listening so that they can empty their hearts and making sure
that they feel heard. This, I believe, is a gift we can give to ourselves, our dogs, and other
people in our lives too.

“… you give that person a chance to suffer less. If you want to help him correct his
perception, you wait for another time. For now, you don't argue or try to change his
mind. You just listen with compassion and you help him to suffer less. That can bring
transformation and healing.”

If you have a sensitive, high-spirited, or hyper dog, you know exactly how rewarding it
feels when they go “full doggy” on you. They give you so much love. They want to play
until the sun goes down, and their enthusiasm just lights you up inside.

On the other side, this type of dog might not listen to you. They’re wrapped up in their
own little world and when they have a meltdown in the middle of your walk, they pretend
they don't hear your commands or pleas.

This is when feelings of frustration kick in.

You feel like no matter what you do, your dog just doesn’t listen. The bad behavior
continues, and you may act in anger, frustration, and even desperation. We’ve all been
there and when we look back at how we reacted, we often realize that we could’ve
handled the situation a lot better.
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What to do when your dog is demanding attention?

Your dog doesn’t act badly on purpose, so don’t take it personally. Think about what the
root cause of this behavior could be. What is your dog trying to say when they behave this
way?

Observe.

Listen.

Learn.
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Remember that your hyper, fearful, or reactive dog is not trying to give you a hard time.
They’re just reacting in the only way they know how, and they just need you to listen!

One of the more common questions I get is about what to do about over the top
attention-demanding:

“What should I do when my dog is demanding attention? I do want my dog to feel heard,
but it’s driving me crazy that he just won’t settle so I can get some work done. He barks
at me and it’s almost obsessive-compulsive. He gets plenty of exercise and I give him
bones and stuffed kongs, but he never seems satisfied.”

Sound familiar?

Let’s find out what you can do when your high-demanding dog just won’t give up!



Your biggest mistake with a high-demanding dog
Let’s start with one of our basic partnership lifestyle principles: social animals have a deep
and strong desire to feel like they belong and are understood. That applies to dogs as well
as humans. We want to connect in a real way and so do our dogs.
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This spiral of demanding attention that we see in our dogs starts innocently enough. Our
dog is requesting our attention by staring at us, barking or whining, poking us with their
nose or batting us with their paw. Maybe dropping toys in our lap.

So, we respond by engaging in one of two ways: we play, or we distract (redirect) our dog
with something to keep them busy like something to chew on or a snuffle mat ... stuff like
that.

This is a big mistake that we make.

This reinforces the attention-seeking behavior…so our dogs want to keep doing
it more!

1.

(and this is really important!!) We are literally teaching our dogs that we have no
desire to make a real connection and that the only way we can be together is to
be busy and doing something.

2.

That translates to: I’m not offering my dog a real connection…so then the only way my
dog’s longing for connection and belonging is ‘satisfied’ through a pacifier (the chew bone
or toy etc).

We humans ‘redirect’ our unmet needs through excessive eating, drinking, gambling, and
other damaging behaviors as a result of our need for belonging not being met.

Our dogs do it through obsessive attention-demanding.

I made this mistake myself. I think back years ago to my first set of dogs as an adult on my
own ... even though I loved my dogs dearly and enjoyed playing, training and doing fun
things with them every day ... I look back and I see that they were obsessed with play and
being busy. Oops.



I see it all the time. Dogs that are actually frantic in their attempts to engage with their
human. It feels frantic to me, for sure, even though most dog moms don’t recognize it as
such.
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It’s like a frantic attempt to make a connection, and dogs are doing all they can to try to
get our attention. They learn that if they want anything at all, they need to ask over and
over and over. Then it becomes an obsession because they are actually never really
satisfied.

OK, so what should you do instead?

It’s so simple!

First, it’s a mindset shift: your dog is a loved and valued member of the family and needs
to feel connected and a strong sense of belonging.

Next, when your dog is seeking attention while you’re trying to work at your desk, (or any
other time you have things to get done), what you should do is to pause to make a serious
connection. Like, make a heart connection, look him in the eye, make physical contact with
him. Maybe put your hand on his cheek or on his head or on his chest and connect
with him deeply for maybe five seconds or 10 seconds. Let him know that you hear him.



“I hear you, buddy. Thank you for making a connection.”
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And then just hold that connection for a few seconds. Smile at him. Tell him how much
you love him, scratch him on the chin. Whatever feels right.

And then? Just tell him:

“Okay! Go on now. I'm busy. I've got stuff to do.”

And then: role model that…by going back to work!!

This way, you're going to satisfy his desire to have a connection by making a real heart
connection. That’s what our dogs want more than anything.

Believe me, they do want play and they want to exercise and to do dog stuff ... our dogs
do want all of that too.

But this is so very often the missing piece.

This concept applies to puppies all the way through adult dogs ... just because you have a
puppy or young energetic high drive dog, that still means that underneath much of that
behavior, what they are really seeking is a true connection.



“…Let’s sometimes just BE together, without being busy.”

If that doesn’t work at first, then go on to explain that they have a choice: they can choose
to go on and find a place to nap or you can choose for them and put them in their sleeping
place. Usually that works really well and takes only a time or two for your dog to get the
idea.
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If you and your dog have created this cycle of demanding attention, you may need to
explain to your dog after the “go on now” phrase that they can go quietly nap or quietly
entertain themselves while you work.

We can role model for our dogs that just being with us in the same room, at our feet,
without being busy and without being active, is amazing. It's a wonderful part of our
partnership lifestyle…

Connect with your dog!

This way, you’re satisfying your dogs need to be connected (and yours too!) and you’re
taking a baby step toward a better life together!

Partnership Games When You're Stuck Inside with Your Dog

Stuck inside? Are your dogs bored and driving you a bit stir crazy?



“The ‘Find It’ game helps develop our ability to
co-regulate with our dogs”

But anyways, Max knew the names of 50 different toys and objects. Whenever I asked
him to fetch me a certain item, he would venture off and search for it, before bringing it
back to me. Every time he brought it to me upon request, I couldn’t help but beam with
pride. This was a very smart dog but don’t worry, you can help your dog become familiar
with different objects and toys to the point where they will remember the names, too!
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Whether it’s raining outside or you’re self-isolating because of the coronavirus 
(COVID-19), being stuck inside all day with a restless (and bored) dog can brew trouble.

The Find It Game

I’m talking chewed up shoes, hysterical barking, constant whining for attention, being
high-fived in the face by your dog’s paw…you get the picture.

If you’re pent up in the house with your dog(s) and trying to think of ways that you can
entertain them (and yourself), I’ve got a couple of great ideas for you. I’ve played these
partnership games with my dogs for years, going back to the old days when I lived in an
apartment in Chicago with my first dog, a Standard Poodle named Max!

Max adored this game. It makes me smile just thinking about how excited he would get
when I played it with him and many of my dogs since Max have loved it too.

If there’s something you need to know about Max, it’s that Max had the memory of an
elephant. He had a very good memory and would’ve been great on a dog quiz show if such
a thing existed!
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Here are 5 steps you can take to start playing the find it game with your dog:

Step 1
First, you need to start with one toy.
Give it a name (for example, blue ball,
rabbit, tennis ball, etc.) Every time you

give the toy to your dog, make sure
you refer to it with the name you’ve

given it. It won’t take long before your
dog begins to associate the name with

that particular toy or object.

Remember to celebrate each time your dog gets it right!

Step 2
The next step is to make things more

difficult for your dog by hiding the toy
behind your back (just make sure your

dog sees you hiding it!). Then, ask
your dog, “where’s your blue ball?”

Motivate your dog to find the ball by
drawing attention to it. If it’s a
squeaky toy, squeeze it! Try to

encourage your dog to find the toy
and give it back to you. When they do

it, praise them and celebrate their
success!

Step 3
The third step is to turn up the

difficulty by pretending to throw a
fake ball when in reality, you’ve hid it

behind your back. Tell your dog to
“find the blue ball” and see what

happens. If your dog doesn’t respond,
repeat the playful encouragement.

Step 4
If you’ve made it this far, you’re ready
to move the toy to a more challenging

location. You could try hiding it
behind a cushion or under the couch.
Repeat the process. As your dog gets
better at the game, you can try hiding
the toy further away. Keep repeating

this until your dog becomes an expert!

Step 5
The final step is to repeat the entire
process over again with a new toy.
Eventually, your dog can learn the

names of multiple toys and objects.
You can even hide a few toys at once
and ask your dog to find a particular

one.



“We can develop our ability as our dog’s leader, and it
acts as a unique learning opportunity to model being

calm, relaxed, and centered around our dogs.”
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Why play games like this with your dog?
Most dogs will love this game and even though you might be fed up inside the house,
playing games like this can really help you to bond with your dog. Not to mention, it gives
you an excuse to work on some important life skills with your dog without all of the
distractions of the outside world.

This type of game is a great way to learn how to co-regulate along with our dogs.

I hope these games serve you well and they keep you and your dog entertained when
you’re pent up inside!
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Partnership-Friendly Indoor Activities for You and Your Dog

Looking for some fun activities to keep your dog entertained at home?

On rainy days when you’re stuck inside or times like this when many of us are self-
isolating because of a global pandemic, it can be super difficult to keep your pooch
entertained.

So, how can you help your dog burn off energy and have fun with them indoors?

I’m going to share a fantastic game that’s perfect for indoors. But…before we dive into
that special game, I want to share some partnership tips to help you and your dog feel
calm and content together.

Your dog knows more than you think!
A dog’s intelligence runs deeper than tricks and commands. Our dogs are deeply attuned
to us physically, emotionally, and mentally.

“Dogs are keen observers. They notice everything and
they feel everything.”

Being able to objectively observe our own body language and emotions is a giant step
toward helping ourselves and our dogs.
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Your dog can become the attentive, responsive and responsible partner you dream of as a
dog parent. But…it all starts with becoming more observant of ourselves and establishing a
common language between you and our dog.

Once a common language has been established, your bond will grow deeper!

How to be a Zen Master
If you want to become a Zen Master and learn to live in peace and harmony with your dog
(you know, most of the time), here’s what you need to do….

Self-observation

Are you carrying tension in your body? Are your shoulders tense? Are you
clenching your jaw? Are your toes curled up? If so, try to relax those areas. Drop
your shoulders, unclench your jaw, and relax your toes.

Breathing

What is your breathing like? Are you taking shallow breaths? Or, are they rapid and
short? Start to breathe intentionally and transition yourself into deep breathing.
This will help to relax your mind and body.

Emotions

What emotional state are you in right now? Do you feel worried, stressed, or
anxious? Or, maybe you’re feeling happy and excited? Observe your emotional
state and if you need to get back to your center (or balance).
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Focus on what makes you happy
Bringing yourself back to balance requires intentional effort on your part. Listen to your
voice when you’re speaking. Are you talking in a high-pitched, animated type of way? Do
you sound angry or frightened? The way you speak and how you sound as you speak is
something that your dog will pick up on. So, just be mindful of that and listen to how you
sound when you speak.

If you find yourself moving further and further away from your center, don’t worry. You
can get back to center, so try not to panic. In all of my years doing this, I have yet to find
someone who has strayed so far from their center that they can never come back. You
CAN achieve balance again and this is how you can do it….

“Find something that makes you happy”

That’s it. Find something that makes you feel happy and focus on it. If you’re reading this,
I’m going to assume you’ve gone ahead and located your dog. In which case, give them a
great big hug, bury your head in their fluffy neck and cherish the moment. It’s amazing
how much our dogs can brighten our days, lift our spirits, and make us feel happy.

When you’re feeling safe, calm, and happy, it helps your dog to feel the same way. It’s a
cycle of love, patience, trust, and partnership.
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Play Hide and Seek with your dog!

Alright, let’s get back to that game I mentioned at the top of this post, shall we?

If you’re spending more time indoors with your dog, hide and seek is a great game to help
develop a partnership relationship with your dog and have a lot of fun at the same time.

First, let me just say that hide and seek isn’t just for kids. I love this game and so do my
dogs. I mean, they really love it. I love this game because not only is it so much fun, but it
teaches dogs to be more attentive to you. With practice, they’ll learn to be responsible for
keeping you in their sight which is an important life skill, wouldn’t you agree?

I play this game frequently with my dogs and sometimes, I do it without warning! We
could be in the house chilling out when suddenly I disappear behind a door and my dogs
prance about the house and search for me like doggy detectives.

When they find me, their tails swoosh back and forth and they’re so proud of finding me.
This game just puts me in an instant good mood because I love playing with my dogs. It’s
something that I suggest all dog parents try with their dogs and you can play this game at
home or in the garden!
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5 steps to teach your dog to play hide and seek

The first step is to make yourself disappear. Let’s say you’re headed to the
bathroom and then suddenly, you slip behind the bathroom door (leaving it ajar) and
hold completely still.

Step 1

Listen for the tip taps of your dog’s paws as they trot closer and closer searching
for you. If your dog doesn’t come looking for you, make a sound such as a whistle
or knock the door you’re hiding behind. It’s okay to give your dog hints to help
them out and when they find you, run out of your hiding place and celebrate!

Next, wait until your dog is distracted. Maybe they’ll run off to grab a toy before
you sit back down on the couch because they want to keep playing with you. Once
they’re distracted, it’s time for you to hide again. Pick a new hiding spot if you can.
Maybe duck behind a chair, behind the curtain, or hug a wall. Wait for your dog to
find you. If they give up too soon, give them a fun hint until they uncover your
hiding spot!

Step 2

After a while, it gets harder to get away from your dog. This is a sign that you need
a distraction. A great one is to throw a toy and while they’re running off to find it,
head in the opposite direction and hide quickly!

Step 3

Up the ante by introducing another player (dun dun dun!). Now, your dog must find
not one, but two people or even more than that. While one of you is hiding, the
other can invite the dog to “find John.” This helps your dog to learn everyone’s
names too, which is an added bonus of this game! When it’s your turn to hide, make
sure the other player(s) repeats the process!

Step 4

As your dog gets better at hide and seek, you can move the game to multiple levels
of your house. You can hide in trickier places and it is great recall practice for
getting your dog to actually want to come to you!

Step 5

I hope that you find this game helpful and it helps you to build your partnership
lifestyle with your dog while having fun at the same time!



One of my favorite ways of burning off that energy is to play a good, long game of fetch.
My dogs typically learn how to catch a disc (frisbee), but you can substitute a ball if your
dog has a preference. We like to use the softer discs to avoid damage to doggie teeth.
 
Burning off excess energy is not the only reason for playing a good game of fetch. I
strongly advocate using this play time to teach your dog some skills that will make your
life so much easier…and your dog’s life so much happier. I wrote another article here
about more fun games. And here about improving communication skills when there is little
else to do.
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Games That Teach: Outdoor Frisbee

Teaching dogs can and should be FUN!
Most of us have dogs that don’t ‘work’ for a living, that means they have lots of free
time and energy to burn. Especially when the outside conditions aren’t safe for
playing long enough to burn that energy.

http://cognitivedogtraining.com/2-favorite-games-to-play-with-your-dog/
http://cognitivedogtraining.com/4-easy-steps-to-calm-your-winter-stir-crazy-dogs/
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• Impulse control in distracting situation.
• Patience and taking turns.
• Wait/Stay until released.
• Come back to you.
• Sit or Down.
• Fetch/Retrieve and return object to you.
• Bring you valuable things.
• Eager and yet mindful attention on you.

Watch the Video to see how it’s done.
 
I’ve made a video for you to watch today. You’ll see me playing frisbee with two of my
border collies, demonstrating how play can be a serious time for learning important skills.
I hope you’ll be inspired to partner with YOUR dogs in this fun and skillful way!
 
Click to watch the video:
 
You’ll notice that my dogs are not ‘frenzied’ or freakishly/obsessively offering behaviors
they think I might want. They are alert, eager, fast, fun, calm, mindful, attentive and fully
understand their jobs.
 
Can you see how this ‘way of being’ would be useful in anything you do with your dog?
Not just in everyday life and play…but for herding, agility, obedience, rally, conformation…
anything you do where you need an eager, attentive dog. That’s all the time, right?

Games that Teach™ incorporate these important life skills:

How to Teach Multiple Dogs to Play
After I released this video, I had several people write me, asking: “exactly how do you do
that?”.
 
It seems that these folks had no problem playing like this with ONE dog but had no idea
how to teach TWO or more dogs to play together this mindfully.
 
Here’s the quick version of how I teach two or more dogs to play like this:
 
Step 1 - Teach each dog how to play fetch 1:1 with you.
 
Step 2 - You and your dog already have a partnership-based lifestyle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrmoTGbD_Bg
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• how to be attentive to me
• they look to me for positive leadership
• they have learned self-control in stages…it’s a way of life
• they trust me

…or at least the beginning of one. It’s challenging to isolate the teaching of a particular
skill, because my approach is foundational, and holistic in nature.
 
So, my dogs already know:

Step 3. Teach each dog (separately) how to:

• “go fetch” upon request.
• “wait” until you cue them to go fetch…until just after you
throw, until it’s halfway there, or until it lands.
• “sit” or “down” while they wait for your cue.

You should use good body language to teach these skills, you can offer treats, you should
definitely offer lots of praise. You may need to gently support your dog by the collar or
harness to teach them to wait. Just your hand gently on their collar should be enough. 
 
When your dogs are easily and eagerly listening for your cues separately, you are ready to
move on to Step 4.

Step 4. Play together with two dogs



1. Make the game very simple at first (short, quiet throws)
 
2. Start with your ‘best’, most patient dog waiting first. So, you’ll throw the frisbee for
the younger dog, while you repeat the process of gently placing your hand around
your dog’s collar…eagerly praising the waiting dog, making a bit of a fuss over them…
while you softly throw the frisbee for the younger dog.
 
3. For the dogs, it’s nearly as much fun to wait with you, because you are happily
praising the waiting dog!
 
4. Give the young dog three or four turns. Then switch places. You’ll only ask your
younger dog to wait for maybe two turns, while you quietly throw for the older dog.
 
5. Switch places again. After a few game sessions, you should be able to ‘even up’ the
game with equal turns.
 
6. Introduce the ‘control’ skills for both dogs, without you needing to support them by
the collar. So, you’ll mix up the wait, sit, down etc…making it fun for all.
 
7. When those two dogs are playing the game well, you’re ready to add in a third dog.
Repeat the process.
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OK, now the fun begins!  You have two or more dogs who understand the game, and who
are eagerly attentive and responsive to your cues. Congratulations…you are well on your
way!
 
Here’s the outline:



From the moment we bring our new dog home, we imagine walks in nature, fun social
events, snuggling and laughing and sharing a happy life…
 
Then real life happens, and we begin to struggle with our dog’s behavior. Cue stress,
worry and overwhelm, right?
 
I want to set your mind at ease. As a passionate dog mom with 30+ years as a professional
dog trainer and holistic behavior consultant, I’ve taught thousands of dog parents simple
partnership lifestyle secrets...so they can feel calm, happy and have the freedom to do all
they love together.
 
I can teach you too.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discover the missing pieces that you and your dog must have to be Brilliant Partners... so
that you can finally be happy and enjoy life together!
 
Join us for the ONLY holistic, positive, heart-connected partnership training and coaching
program you’ll find anywhere! (Proven to work even if your dog is reactive, distracted,
over- threshold, anxious ... and even if you’ve tried everything!)

REQUEST AN
INVITATION
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Hey Dog Mom!

CLICK HERE TO

https://dancinghearts.link/getinvite
https://dancinghearts.link/getinvite
https://dancinghearts.link/getinvite

